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FERROMAGNETISM AND SPIN GLASSIN KONDO LATTICE�Sergio G. MagalhãesDepartamento de Físia, UFSM, 97105-900 Santa Maria, RS, BrazilAlex ShmidtDepartamento de Matemátia, UFSM, 97105-900 Santa Maria, RS, BrazilAlba TheumannInstituto de Físia, UFRGS, 91501-970 Porto Alegre, RS, Braziland Bernard CoqblinLaboratoire de Physique des Solides, Université Paris-Sud, 91405 Orsay, Frane(Reeived July 10, 2002)The Kondo lattie model has been analyzed in the presene of a randominter-site interation among loalized spins with non zero mean J0 andstandard deviation J . Following the same framework previously introduedby us, the problem is formulated in the path integral formalism where thespin operators are expressed as bilinear ombinations of Grassmann �elds.The stati approximation and the replia symmetry ansatz have allowed usto solve the problem at a mean �eld level. The resulting phase diagramdisplays several phase transitions among a ferromagnetially ordered region,a spin glass one, a mixed phase and a Kondo state depending on J0, J andits relation with the Kondo interation oupling JK.PACS numbers: 64.60.Cn, 75.10.Nr, 75.30.Mb1. IntrodutionThe magnetism in strongly orrelated f -eletron systems has beomea soure of great interest due to the physis involved [1℄ like, for instane,quantum phase transitions and Non-Fermi liquid behavior. Reently,� Presented at the International Conferene on Strongly Correlated Eletron Systems,(SCES02), Craow, Poland, July 10�13, 2002.(1363)



1364 S.G. Magalhães et al.an experimental magneti phase diagram of the Kondo CeNi1�xCux om-pound has been proposed [2℄ showing the existene of a spin glass like state.At very low temperatures, the phase sequene Ferromagnetism (FM)-SpinGlass (SG)-Kondo has been observed with dereasing x and in the range0.7�0.2 for x, the sequene FM�SG is obtained with inreasing temperature.Quite reently, a model has been introdued [3℄ to study the interplay be-tween spin glass ordering and a Kondo state using a Kondo lattie modelwith an intrasite s�f exhange interation and an intersite long range ran-dom interation of zero mean that ouples the loalized spins. In the presentwork, the model mentioned in Ref. [3℄ has been extended in order to inludethe proper elements that produe also a ferromagneti ordering by takingthe mean random interation J0 to be di�erent from zero. Therefore, themagnetization an be introdued in addition to the other order parame-ters and solved oupled to them. From this proedure a phase diagram isobtained whih ontains ferromagnetism, a mixed phase (FM+SG), a spinglass phase and a Kondo state.2. The model and resultsThe Hamiltonian is the same of referene [3℄ but in the present ase therandom intersite interation Jij is in�nite ranged with a Gaussian distribu-tion where hJiji = 2J0=N and hJ2iji = 8J2=N . The spin variables S(+�)fi ,(s(+�)i ) and Szfi are bilinear ombinations of the reation and destrutionoperators (see [3℄) for loalized (ondution) fermions f yi�, fi� (dyi� ,di�) withthe spin projetion � =" or #. The partition funtion is expressed in termsof funtional integrals using antiommuting Grassmann variables 'i�(�) and i�(�) assoiated with the ondution and the loalized eletrons, respe-tively. Using the stati approximation it is possible to solve the problemin a mean �eld theory where the Kondo state is desribed by the omplexorder parameters where it has been followed the treatment for the Kondopart in the partition funtion as introdued in Ref. [3℄, where it was as-sumed that ��� � �� (�� � �). We show in Ref. [4℄ that �rst the ondutioneletron degrees of freedom may be integrated out. The free energy of thepresent disordered fermioni problem an be given by the replia methodand the averaged repliated partition funtion an be linearized by meansof the usual Hubbard�Stratonovih transformation. Therefore, the probleman be analyzed within the replia symmetri ansatz where q�6=� = q is thespin glass order parameter, m� = m is the magnetization and q�� = q + �,(� = �=�) with � being the stati suseptibility. The resulting funtionalintegral an be performed and the saddle point solution for the free energyis given by:
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�F = 2�JK�2+�2J22 ��2+2�q	+�J02 m2�+1Z�1Dz ln24 +1Z�1D�eE(�)35 ; (2.1)where E(�) = 1=(�D) R +�D��D dx ln fS(�; x)g, S(�; x) = osh(h+x )+osh(p�),� = (h�x )2 + (�Jk�)2, h�x = (h � x)=2, h(zi; ��i ) = �J0m + �Jp2qzi +�Jp2���i and T = 1=� is the temperature. It has been assumed a on-stant density of states for the ondution eletron band �(") = 1=(2D) for�D < " < D and Dx = (1=p2�) e�x2=2dx. The saddle point equationsfor the order parameters q, m, � and � an be found from Eq. (2.1). TheAlmeida�Thouless line an be found from Ref. [4℄.3. Disussion and onlusionsThe resulting oupled saddle point equations for the order parametersprodue solutions whih give a Kondo state and magneti ordering like fer-romagnetism, spin glass and a mixed phase. Therefore, we are be able tobuild up transition surfaes among these phases in a T=J � J0=J � JK=Jspae where J is kept onstant. Fig. 1 shows the ut in the phase spaetransversal to the J0=J axis. For values of J0=J lose to zero (see Fig. 1(a)),the phase diagram resembles the senario already found in Ref. [3℄, that isa paramagneti phase at high temperatures, a spin glass phase below thefreezing temperature Tf and a line JK= JK(T ) separating both phases froma Kondo state. For that situation, the AT line is at Tf and follows the lineJK=JK(T ). As the value of J0=J is inreased (for small JK=J) (see Figs.1(b), 1() and 1(d)), the phase diagram starts to show the presene of aferromagneti phase whih has a transition temperature T(J0) inreasingwith J0, the AT line and the alulated replia symmetri line T �(J0) de-reasing with J0. Nevertheless, the AT line is always above T �(J0). In thatsenario, for dereasing temperature, �rst a transition from paramagneti toa ferromagneti phase appears followed by a transition from the ferromag-neti to a mixed phase. For some value of J0=J , the mixed phase �nallydisappears and that region of the phase diagram is totally oupied by theferromagneti phase. For larger values of JK=J , the phase diagram goes toa Kondo state, where the transition line JK(T) does not depend on J0. Atlow temperatures, the SG-Kondo line is a �rst order transition one and somultiple possible solutions for the order parameters an be found. In thease of J0=J< 1:46 the hathed region in Fig. 1(a) displays where thesemultiple solutions our. By omputing the free energy we have found thethermodynamially stable solutions.
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0 10 20Fig. 1. Cut in the phase transition spae transversal to the J0=J axis for severalvalues of J0, J = 0:5 and D = 10.From the present approah we have been able to generate a quite non-trivial phase diagram with a spin glass phase, ferromagnetism, a Kondo stateand a mixed phase. Nevertheless, the alulated spin glass freezing tempera-ture is lower than the Curie temperature in ontrast with some experimental�ndings [2℄. However, as pointed out in Ref. [2℄, a mixed phase annot bedisarded as a possible explanation for the magneti measurements.REFERENCES[1℄ B. Coqblin, B.H. Bernhard, J.R. Iglesias, C. Laroix, K. Le Hur, Proeedings ofthe International Workshop on Eletron Correlations and Materials Properties,Greee, 1988.[2℄ J. Garia Soldevilla, J.C. Gomez Sal, J.A. Blano, J.I. Espeso, J. RodriguezFernandez, Phys. Rev. B61, 6821 (2000).[3℄ A. Theumann, B. Coqblin, S.G. Magalhães, A.A. Shmidt, Phys. Rev. B63,54409 (2001).[4℄ S.G. Magalhães, A.A. Shmidt, A. Theumann, B. Coqblin, submitted to Eur.Phys. J. B.


